
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of engineering systems analyst. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for engineering systems analyst

Interfacing with clients to provide in depth event status
Typically the Associate Analyst will work with the Manager on things that
need to be addressed at a high level
Completing PPM requests related to general/technical workflow such as
filtering alerts, adding whiteboards, manipulating mainframe regions within
development, updating operational procedures The Analyst will likely be
involved in the assignment of PPM’s coming into the FSC queue
Perform technical planning and control
The incumbent will communicate subcontractor status with affected IPTs,
identify root cause(s) of issues, assess mitigation options, and coordinate with
the necessary teams to implement the appropriate mitigation steps
Identify potential candidates for Contractor Furnished Equipment (CFE) to
GFE conversion to reduce material pass-through costs
Support development of business case analyses for GFE breakout candidates
and other cost reduction initiatives via engineering trade studies
Support the Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages
(DMSMS) team to assist in issue identification and resolution
Support updates and maintenance of the CH-53K Production "War Room"
Review Electronic Data Control and Distribution (EDCD) and Endpoint Nodes
Delivery System Ends (ENDS) applications activity record (A/R) and identify
any issues with implementation & back out instructions

Example of Engineering Systems Analyst Job
Description
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Demonstrated ability to work collaboratively with stakeholders, testers, and
developers to develop, refine, and communicate requirements
Experience with complex system in a fast-paced agile environment
Ability to adapt to rapidly changing priorities and subject matter
Experience with AWS, Azure and/or Google cloud services a plus
Collect business requirements and interface with IT to introduce
enhancements, feature updates
Tool/template development to make the use of SAP/DOORS more efficient
and user friendly


